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East Indies. A little more than two years previously I had spent
a few days there and I have little to add to what I wrote then of
the place and its beautiful surroundings^ the Minahasa plateau.*
It was hot of course, Menado always is, but I walked about the
wide shady roads with their magnificent avenues of forest trees.
Of this visit I have only two little incidents to relate. I read with
admiration the name of a native lawyer, written on a board at the
entrance of his house—Mr. Ishuk tjokrohadisoerjo. The
second incident was the visit of a Japanese gentleman, a fellow
passenger, in search of tea and cakes, to a bungalow marked
" Pastorie," in large letters. He was not a little disconcerted to
find his knowledge of the Dutch tongue was at fault and that he
had mistaken the residence of the pastor of the neighbouring
church for a pastry-cook's. But he got his tea all right from the
kindly proprietor and his excellent wife, nor was he allowed to pay
for his entertainment.
Two days later we reached Davao. I had been cruising, with
only one change of steamer, for fifty-two days in these Southern
Seas, and had covered over 7,400 miles between my port of
departure, Yokohama, and Davao, a little town in Mindanao, the
southernmost of the Philippine Islands. The two steamers were
small vessels of the well-known N.Y.K. Line of Japan, each of
about 2,000 tons register. Except for the Spanish priest, who
had spent two days on board, I had been throughout the only
European passenger. These ships were a little out of date, and
steamed a doubtful ten knots. The food was Japanese with
occasional European dishes. To some these facts might have
seemed disadvantageous but I was not only comfortable but
pampered. The unceasing kindness that I received from the
captains, officers and stewards of these two Japanese steamers
was lavish and much appreciated. Nearly all spoke English ;
some of them with great fluency. I was able to see and to admire
the skill and efficiency with which the ships were navigated, by
no means an easy task amongst these islands with their reefs
and shoals, and where lighthouses are unknown. Their courtesy
and their kindness no words could suffice to express.
* East for Pleasure, by W. B. Harris.   Edward Arnold & Co., London

